CRG RACING TEAM

CRG NORDAM ANNOUNCES LAS VEGAS’ SKUSA SUPER
NATIONAL ACTIVITIES
From November 15th to 19th the 21st SKUSA Super Nationals will take place in Las Vegas.
CRG Nordam delivers personalized technical and logistic services to all its clients, with
dedicated staff able to provide assistance to all CRG drivers. The offer includes rental of
technical material coming from the racing department and diversified services.

The CRG factory team, after winning for the 3rd time in a row the World Championship in the KZ
Shifter Class on the 14th of September in Germany, are ready to be on top agin at the prestigious
21st SKUSA Super Nationals in Las Vegas, scheduled for 15th to the 19th of November on the
street circuit constructed in front of the West Gate, Las Vegas Resort & Casino.
Last year Paolo De Conto took home the win in the KZ Shifter Class and many other drivers
brought home very important results with their CRG kart, confirming being very competitive at high
level in all the classes.
It is now 2 years that CRG has been in charge of their own presence on the North American
market with the company CRG Nordam run directly by the CRG Factory this way CRG is able to
offer a very professional and direct support to drivers, teams, dealers and to who chooses CRG for
the very important race.

CRG Nordam announced in the last days the activity and personalised service they are able to
offer direct to the clients. Two times World Champion Paolo De Conto will participate once again in
the KZ class to defend his title in Vegas and will also compete in the very competitive S1 class.
Many of our technicians from Italy will be arriving for the race and will be helping out in each
specific category, with this service being included together with the tent space.
Complete arrive and drive packages are available also only tent space if required. The race which
will be run and organised by CRG Nordam who are expecting numerous amounts of drivers for this
race from the USA, Europe and many other countries. To receive more information regarding the
services and packages on offer feel free to write to racing@kartcrg-nordam.com
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